
 

Part 5-“The Resurrection Contradiction” 
Discussion Questions 

  Matthew 28:1-10, Mark 16:1-8, Luke 24:1-12, and John 20:1-18 

Introduction to the Topic 

1. In 1 Corinthians 15:14, Paul lays down a theological ultimatum 

 “…if Christ has not been raised, then our proclamation has been in   
 vain and your faith has been in vain.” 

In other words, Paul believes that all of the singing, all of the Bible study, 
all of the church time, and all of the prayer is a waste of time if Jesus did 
not historically rise from the dead. 

Do you agree or disagree with Paul’s ultimatum? Why or why not? 

Working Through the Contradiction 

2. All four gospels record different witnesses, different angels, and 
different sequences of events that took place on Sunday morning. How do 
these contradicting accounts change the story of Christ’s resurrection for 
you?  

3. Craig emphasized the importance of reading each Gospel as a unique 
and complete work on its own, rather than compiling all four together into 
a blended narrative. Christians often resist this separation, and prefer to 
combine all four in a blended narrative. Why do you think Christians prefer 
the blended narrative? Why do you think Craig emphasizes the separation 
of these Gospels? 

4. While the four gospels record different people at the resurrection, all 
four gospels recall that Mary Magdalene was one of the witnesses. Before 
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you saw this film, who, in your mind, was Mary Magdalene? How did it feel 
the first time you found out that her role in the New Testament is actually 
the High Priest of the Resurrection? 

5. While the four gospels record different people at the resurrection, all 
four gospels recall that it was exclusively women who witnessed the 
resurrection first. What does this mean to you, and why does it matter (or 
why doesn’t it matter)? 

6. The film concluded with the idea, “The resurrection is a direct inspiration 
and an urgent challenge to the church today to actively work against the sin 
of sexism.” Do you find that this idea is a reduction of the miracle of 
resurrection? Or do you find this idea to be something that enriches the 
miracle of resurrection? 

Application 

7. What can you do in the coming week to more fully trust the miracle of 
resurrection? How is that trust more helpful to you, to others, and to the 
earth? 
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